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OTT Sprouts In Australia
T

he biggest rival Netflix faces when it launches in Australia and New
Zealand in March next year could be Netflix itself. The SVOD giant
already has an estimated ~200,000 customers in Australia, plus up to 35,000
more in New Zealand – all paying subscribers to its domestic service in the
US, masking their country of origin with workarounds such as virtual private
networks (VPNs). The local leader in both markets is Quickflix, a local DVD
rental and video streaming service. Netflix’s footprint already eclipses the
incumbent however, without lifting a finger.
The main challenge for Netflix could be persuading current customers
to switch, especially for the first year or two of a local alternative. Initially
program choice will be more limited than the US service, with no mention
of its signature original shows such as Orange Is The New Black, which it has
sold to a pay-TV platform, Foxtel, in Australia and to a free-to-air broadcaster,
TVNZ, in New Zealand. Choice should expand over time.

Netflix already eclipses the
incumbent, without lifting a finger
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Broader competition is firming up too. In Australia, Foxtel is planning to
bolster its paid online movie offering Presto with TV shows, after halving the
price of a subscription in August, five months after launch. Meanwhile, free
TV network Nine has teamed up with newspaper publisher Fairfax to create
a US$85 million SVOD JV called Stan, likely anchored around non-exclusive
back-catalog programming. Australia’s other two major free-to-air networks,
Seven and Ten, are also eying entry into the market.
In New Zealand, incumbent pay-TV
operator Sky is readying its own paid online
service, Neon, for launch in December, while
leading telco Spark pushed out its own offering,
Lightbox, in August.
There is room to grow, especially by nibbling
into a contracting but still sizable DVD market.
Both sales and rentals have fallen in other
markets, once SVOD services take hold, but
data caps, common in Australia, and broadband
connectivity barriers can slow uptake.
So far, the only countries in APAC to generate
significant SVOD revenues are China and Japan.
If all goes well, Australia should be next. MBA
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ONLINE VIDEO

Betting Sites Up Their Game

Live streams could pose a challenge to TV

Selling
OTT
rights
to
gambling sites has become a
major source of revenue for
sports federations. For some
tennis events, such as the ATP
World Tour 250 Series or the
WTA Tour, betting income
now rivals TV income.
Where available, deals
with online bookmakers can
help under-exposed sports tap funding and broaden
exposure. In Australia for example, the National
Basketball League, which only has two games shown
on TV, monetizes online distribution through pay-perview and gambling sites. The quality of these online
broadcasts is limited to prevent cannibalization, while
bookmakers restrict live streams to people who have
signed up and deposited money on their sites.
Traction for improved online alternatives could
lower the value of properties acquired by broadcasters
however, impacting future rights negotiations.

6

INDIA

New Minister At MIB Lifts Morale
Jaitley understands TV’s economic potential
Arun Jaitley’s appointment
as the new minister of
Information and Broadcasting
(MIB) has kindled optimism
that
India’s
digitalization
timetable – recently pushed
back a year, stoking fears of
lost momentum – can get back
on track.
Jaitley publicly championed
TV digitalization within days of taking the MIB brief,
articulating its economic benefits as well as its potential
to drive change, across TV as well as the online landscape
by delivering broadband to millions of cable homes.
Jaitley also oversees two major portfolios, finance
and corporate affairs, adding responsibility for the MIB
in November. Broader economic and fiscal challenges
will keep Jaitley busy, but his prior knowledge of the
broadcast business (he also served a short stint in the
MIB 15 years ago), combined with pro-business leanings,
has garnered industry support.

TELEVISION

A Clearer Picture For Ultra HD
Optimism, despite slow rollout of traditional HD
Commercial services for ultra HD (otherwise known
as 4K) are nascent worldwide. In the US, Comcast and
DirecTV are planning on-demand offerings for 2015,
joining existing services from KT SkyLife in Korea and
NTT Plala and Sky Perfect in Japan.
Momentum should build in the next few years,
with more ultra HD channels rolling out in Korea and
Japan. Activity will focus on East Asia, as well as North
America and Western Europe.
The rollout of ultra HD’s
predecessor, traditional HD,
turned out to be slower than
promised, held up by multiple
standards and definitions
that confused consumers and
operators alike.
Advocates for 4K are
hopeful these lessons have
been learned. The industry has already agreed a
common definition for core 4K resolution, and is now
working on specific standards around sound and color.
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Cisco Videoscape:
Connecting Experiences
Your Way
Your video experiences: personalized,
synchronized, delivered to any screen.
Cisco Videoscape empowers service
providers and media companies in all markets.
It makes sure they can create and connect
new synchronized, personalized, and intuitive
multiscreen experiences—at the speed of
now.

CISCO
AD

To learn more about Cisco Videoscape,
visit cisco.com/go/videoscape.
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The Scripps Journey & Ultimate Goal
A future driven by both US and local content
Home and lifestyle channel HGTV, a high-rating payTV offering in the US, has made its international debut
outside North America, landing on StarHub in Singapore
ahead of a planned regional rollout.
It’s a key step for the
channel’s owner, lifestyle TV
specialist Scripps Networks
Interactive, which wants to
achieve leadership in Asia
across three categories: food,
home and travel. HGTV
represents the final piece of
the jigsaw for Scripps, which
already runs Asian Food
Channel, Food Network and Travel Channel in Asia, in
addition to a longer established licensing business.
Future growth, especially for Scripps’ imported
channel brands, hinges on complementing selected
content from the US library with incremental
investments in local production, posing a programming
and marketing challenge to company executives.

PAY-TV

Discovery India Goes Its Own Way
Company gears up for a new growth phase
Discovery has parted ways
with Multi Screen Media
(MSM), ending a 12-year
channel distribution JV that
united Discovery’s channels
with MSM’s broad portfolio of
Sony India offerings, including
Hindi entertainment and
sports. The JV was created
for distribution across a
historically fragmented and analog pay-TV marketplace.
Under South Asia head Rahul Johri (pictured), the
opportunity in India, Discovery’s highest growth market
across Asia, is about capturing a stronger share of wallet
in an emerging digital TV landscape. Johri is keen to
optimize Discovery’s revenue potential to match its
growing Indian reach, a feat that’s been achieved through
a smart languaging strategy.
Discovery should benefit from an expected rebound
in Indian advertising in 2015. The key going forward will
be subscription fees, which had relied on the Sony JV.
GLOBAL

Sony Commits To Robust Growth
An investor outing for the entertainment arm

CULTURE
BOX

As the global touchscreen handset market continues to grow,
sales for cases and protectors has quadrupled since 2009.

8

Investors are positive on Sony’s production and
media networks assets, but remain speculative on the
company’s movie and music segments, following an
investor briefing in November.
Sony Corp CEO Kazuo Hirai stressed that the
entertainment division is
“core” to the business. Both
Sony Pictures and Sony Music
have generated consistent
profits over the past 18 years.
Significantly, Sony revised
down its FY2014 outlook for
the entertainment business,
though with the caveat of
higher cost savings.
Sony
Pictures,
which
includes movies, program sales and branded TV
channels, is seeking to lift its top line from US$8.1
billion in FY2014 to US$10-11 billion in FY2017.
Operating margins should grow from 6.6% to 7-8%
over the same period.
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Asia Leads World’s Smartphone Use

Reuters Plans Hybrid News Model
For people disillusioned with existing services

Local markets outrank UK and US

Reuters is planning to launch
a consumer-oriented online
video news service, targeting
professionals between 27 and
47 years old.
Reuters TV, to launch in
2015, will offer video bulletins
customized to location and
time of day with live feeds and
related Twitter conversations.
The service hopes to combine the accessibility and
timeliness of online news with curated story packages
that work well on TV, says Andrew Rashbass, the news
agency’s CEO.
Reuters’ existing business is in good shape, providing
a financial cushion for Reuters TV as well as TV crews
around the world, that the service can tap for content.
Success however hinges on finding a lower cost base,
while monetizing through both subscriptions and
advertising. “You have to change the economics of TV
news,” Rashbass says.

P

Data extracted from Google’s Consumer Barometer
(published October) – a survey of more than
150,000 online adults across 46 countries in 2014.

KOREA

NEWS

KT SkyLife: At The Crossroads
Pay-TV juggernaut needs to revive

Momentum is weakening at KT SkyLife, Korea’s largest
pure-play pay-TV operator.
A revival will depend on parent company KT funding
a bigger push in sales & marketing, while investing in
newer services such as ultra HD.
KT is under new management however, and is being
restructured. KT SkyLife may benefit more from cost
savings rather than aggressive investment, especially
as KT appears to want to
maximize media profits.
At
the
same
time,
competitors in IPTV and
cable are facing encouraging
prospects for value creation
and enhanced scale, but there’s
a way to go. SK Broadband is
catching up fast in the smaller
IPTV market, but momentum
in cable is trickier, with a
future largely anchored to consolidation, Arpu growth in
pay-TV and stable broadband revenue.
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PEOPLE LIVE LONGER IN SINGAPORE
THAN THE UK. SO WHY IS SINGAPORE’S
HEALTHCARE CHEAPER?
RISHAAD SALAMAT

Global Perspectives. Local Insights.
On The Move, Weekdays 9am
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Asia Bites
APAN
APAN

Online Video Rivalries Take Shape
Telcos are laying the foundations for subs-based services

Online video is experiencing a burst of life in Japan’s
D-Video – a three-year-old JV between telco NTT
mature TV market, driven by telcos looking for a
Docomo and Avex, a digital rights company – has the
bigger slice of a burgeoning mobile entertainment
biggest subs base, and is looking to protect its lead
sector as well as greater attention from domestic
with a fresh injection of content and marketing. Other
broadcasters, making more of their shows available
telcos want a bigger slice of the pie too. Softbank,
for rising subs-based VOD services.
which already operates another
A Steady Climb
By contrast, free-to-air advertising
SVOD JV with Avex called Uula, has
OTT pay subs in Japan (million)
seems to have hit a ceiling, projected
unveiled a second offering called
10
to crawl along at a ~0.5% CAGR
BBTV Next, which is also open to
8
during 2014-19. Japan’s pay-TV subs 6
non-Softbank subs.
base, meanwhile, appears stuck at 4
The service to watch in 2015
around 30% of TV households.
could be platform-agnostic Hulu, now
2
Paid online video on the other 0
owned in Japan by broadcast network
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
hand has picked up steam over the
Nippon TV, itself part of Japan’s
Source: Media Partners Asia estimates
last few years, as telcos bundled
largest media conglomerate Yomiuri
SVOD services with new data plans to differentiate
Group. Hulu had fallen behind domestic rivals, but
themselves on the back of rising smartphone and
Nippon TV is fortifying the former US offshoot
tablet penetration. Japan’s SVOD market ranks as the
with local content and financial support – both key
largest in APAC, with just under seven million subs.
ingredients as the competitive tempo increases. MBA

THAILAND

TrueVisions Revises Growth Drivers
Bolsters mid-tier to counterbalance freesat and DTT

Pay-TV network TrueVisions – struggling to maintain
TrueVisions’ owner, telco True, has been pursuing
pay revenues in a market where most homes watch
this growth too, with its own free offerings, which
multichannel TV via free satellite – is hoping to offset
now service 1.5 million households, as well as two
Arpu decline with new medium-priced
DTT channels, a youth-oriented
A Changing Subs Base
packs aimed at families, plus more HD
variety offering called True4U and a
TrueVisions HH (million)
channels and value-added services for
news channel, TNN 24. The company
Dec-13
Dec-14
1.6
its premium tiers.
is targeting an exponential boost in
1.4
An attractive mid-tier is core to 1.2
ad revenue across its free and pay
1.0
TrueVisions’ new strategy, enhancing 0.8
channels over the next three years.
the platform’s premium pitch to 0.6
Subscription revenue meanwhile
0.4
advertisers while giving more reason 0.2
has been falling at TrueVisions,
for subs to upgrade from its standard
denting profit, largely due to churn in
Free
Standard
Premium
pay
pay
packs, which have become more
its most expensive tiers. Premium subs
Source: Company; 2014 = MPA estimates
popular in recent years.
are expected to number 300,000 by
based on 9M 2014 results
The center of gravity in Thailand’s
the end of 2014, down from 343,000 a
TV industry is shifting away from paid revenues, with
year earlier and 393,000 in June 2013.
free satellite and now digital terrestrial TV (DTT)
Arpu has tumbled as a result, falling to Bt694
channels providing wider choice as well as clearer
(US$21) for the first nine months of 2014 from Bt872
reception, building reach and attracting ad spend.
a year earlier. MBA
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THE ART
OF MORE
THE GROWTH EQUATION FOR DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL TV GROUPS IS BECOMING MORE COMPLEX
AS CONSUMERS EVERYWHERE HAVE MORE CHOICE.

S

ustaining momentum in Asia’s growth markets
isn’t as straight-forward as it used to be. Local
economies are shifting down a gear, slowing
year-on-year lifts in ad spend and pay-TV subscriber
numbers, but at the same time, media networks
also have greater scale, and more ways to leverage
it, opening up a challenging but potentially more
rewarding cycle of development. “The reality is, we
have to work harder for our dollar – everyone has to,”
says Zubin Gandevia, president of regional broadcaster
Fox International Channels (FIC) in Asia-Pacific and
the Middle East. “Your core business is going to
continue growing, but you’ve got to take some
of that profit, or a lot of it depending on
what kind of player you are, and invest
it in a whole lot of other businesses,
manage those different areas and see
which ones come out ahead.”
Nonetheless, cyclical changes in
the market shouldn’t jolt long-term
players that are making forwardthinking bets, Gandevia suggests,

14

stocking up on multiscreen
TV Everywhere rights today
for example, having secured HD
options ahead of demand in the
past. Meanwhile, investment in
channel brands and content IP has
provided a deeper pool of assets that
can be leveraged with incremental
spend. “We believe we have the scale to
keep driving revenue, even in a market
that’s slowing down on the growth front,”
Gandevia says. “What we have to do
when we get that revenue is over-deliver
on the value equation.”
In sports for example, FIC is open
to sharing rights from franchises such
as Bundesliga and Wimbledon with local pay-TV
platforms, raising the profile of these properties
through wider exposure and marketing. Even
closer working partnerships can open up more
opportunities to connect with audiences and extract
more value from the market. FIC is sharing rights
for Spain’s La Liga football league with Indonesian
platform Indovision, while in a longer-term bet, the
broadcaster is working to develop a local football
league in Malaysia with Astro, the country’s leading
pay-TV platform. Deeper partnerships are likely to
remain the exception rather than the
rule for the foreseeable future
however, as it is easier to craft
deals with rights FIC already
owns.
In this new cycle of
growth, content and
distribution companies
must broaden their
offer to attract new
audiences, and do more
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A Slower Growth Cycle
TV Subscription and Advertising Revenue, APAC
CAGR 2014-19
5.3%
6.7%

CAGR 2009-14
8.1%

4.1%

11.3%

Subs Revenue

Ad Revenue

5.6%
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Subs Revenue

Ad Revenue

100
US$ billion

to keep existing ones
loyal, while keeping
an eye on costs
at the same time.
Distributors
and
aggregators
want
the best windows and
shows, but increasing choice
– for a widening array of paidfor and free options – is pushing up
prices for the best stuff. Output deals
for US content are less common these days,
while channels and platforms are spending more
on making their own shows, a pricey investment
that can help them stand out in an increasingly
crowded marketplace, while providing IP that can
be potentially monetized across multiple pipes.
Being different however is not enough,
as competition pushes up the quality
threshold across all content genres.
FIC’s production business in
Taiwan, a revenue engine at home
and abroad, is being re-engineered
around more expensive shows at
the expense of volume. “Everybody
loves to say Asian product is going
to be the next big thing, and it is
important, but we also recognize that
it is competing with similar looking
product, which is in the free-to-air
space,” Gandevia says. “How do you make
a consumer be willing to pay for something they
could get almost free? That’s a challenge. Movies
as a category has been doing well in this space,
and not necessarily TV shows, but the possibility
of making premium Chinese content is certainly
there. We are looking at it very actively.”
The ongoing popularity of Korean dramas in

80
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0
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2014
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2018
2016
2017
2019
TV Subscription Revenue
TV Advertising Revenue

Source: MPA analysis

Southeast Asia, the backbone of regional channels
such as One from Sony and Oh!K from Turner, has
stoked interest in the multi-country appeal of Asianmade shows. Now, Sony is testing regional demand
for a channel anchored around dramas from mainland
China, hoping to roll out the new offering, called Gem,
across Southeast Asia in 2015, after the channel made
its debut in Vietnam in February 2014.
The business rationale for such a
channel, based on demand from
operators looking for extra
fillips to Arpu and subscriber
growth, only started to
make sense in recent years,
notes Hui Keng Ang, SVP
& GM at Sony Pictures
Television Networks Asia.
As with One, Gem comes
with a full set of multiscreen
rights, boosting its appeal in
an increasingly crowded market.
“When that Chinese wave comes, it
will be fast,” Ang forecasts. “Storylines
can resonate well for many Southeast Asian citizens.
And in terms of structuring a deal with rights, they
are as flexible as the Koreans.”
Larger TV ad markets are more likely to produce
exportable shows, as competition and scale drives
experimentation with genres, stories and characters,
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Cover Story
while supporting bigger budgets. The
combined size and rapid development of
the mainland China market, on course
to match Hollywood in scale one day,
has pushed Chinese content up the
regional agenda, but TV companies
sense pockets of opportunity to
broaden their content portfolios
elsewhere from telenovelas from
Latin America to movies from
Thailand. Hollywood content also
retains its appeal, with big blockbusters
and niche offerings helping create demand
for premium services.
PIRACY THREAT
However, illegitimate access to content, unrestrained
by windowing and rights agreements, threatens
to undermine that premium value. Laptops,
smartphones and tablets, offering more intimate and
personalized viewing experiences, are more likely to
be owned by consumers within pay-TV’s core demo,
the rising middle class, but pay-TV content has been
slow to move online.
“In 2015, I hope that the pay-TV industry will do a
better job at offering audiences the kinds of technology
that can provide a seamless viewing experience,” says
Ricky Ow, president of Turner International AsiaPacific. “The TV Everywhere ecosystem will grow
because of improving technology and distribution
options – in fact, consumers now
expect to watch TV that
way.” The first step has
to be making it easier
for people who don’t
subscribe to payTV but are willing
to pay for content,
Ow says. “We do
not want a situation
where
consumers
misperceive that the
primary screen in the
living room at home is
for legal content, and that
secondary mobile devices are
platforms to consume only free or illegal content. As
an industry, we are not at this stage yet. Both channels
and platforms need to work much harder to make it
easy for audiences to watch.”
Success hinges on a variety of components
controlled by different players, from rights to user
interfaces to broadband access, posing a challenge to

16

companies assembling multiscreen
services. Time spent watching
video via OTT app Astro On
The Go, which provides
access to free and paid linear
and on-demand shows, has
been climbing, from around
110 minutes today from 40
minutes a year ago. The app
has been downloaded more
than 1.2 million times but
only 100,000 people have ended
up as regular users, with patchy
bandwidth compromising the viewing
experience outside the home. Astro, actively
pursuing personalized as well as household viewing,
is tweaking the app to improve the mobile viewing
experience, working to provide WiFi hotspots to
make the service more user-friendly. “In the past,
we always looked at trying to move the TV offering
onto mobile, but the reality is smart devices are a
lot smarter than the TV and set-top box,” says Astro
Malaysia CEO, Rohana Rozhan. “Now we’re going to
capitalize on the technology that drives the smart
devices and address
Local Scale
the younger consumer
TV Groups by Revenue (2014)
segment, giving them a
in India and Southeast Asia
good experience on these
US$ million
devices. That’s going to
be a challenge for us.”
Astro
1,715
Astro, which provides
Star India
1,250
pay-TV
to
around
ABS-CBN
838
half
of
Malaysia’s
Zee
730
TV households, has
MNC
Group
638
continued to develop
BEC World
560
its core platform too,
upgrading set-top boxes
MediaCorp
505
and bulking up satellite
Surya Citra Media
366
capacity to broaden its
TrueVisions
354
suite of linear services.
MNC Sky Vision
340
These include more
GMA
Network
327
HD and early window
StarHub
309
options, as well as valueadded extras such as a
Media Prima
217
recently launched VOD
SingTel
156
service, Astro Plus. The
RS
140
pace of change is being
Note: Numbers for StarHub, SingTel and True
set by people’s access to
based solely on TV revenues
technology, which often
Source: Media Partners Asia estimates
bypasses regulatory and
national boundaries, rather than economic growth,
Rohana notes. “Our job must be to equalize the
playing field and provide the best experiences that
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This scale also provides
backing for Astro to produce
more of its own content,
sometimes in partnership
with other companies, to
fill perceived gaps in the
market. More content in turn
offers new ways to monetize
the library, domestically and
overseas, while providing a
platform for forays into new areas,
such as a new regional factual channel,
Spark. “We’ve got the right platform, the
right technology, the right content contracts, and
we’ve got a certain portion of our vernacular plans
in place,” Rohana says. “The rest has to be looking at
opportunities and how to bring scale to bear in the
business model.”
In the Philippines, leading TV group ABS-CBN, a
major content producer with strong positions in both
free and pay-TV, already has a diversification strategy
to offset slowing growth. ABS-CBN
is facing a cost crunch however, as
returns from new sources of revenue
A LARGELY FAMILIAR PLAYING FIELD IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
rely on factors beyond the company’s
control.
n the medium term, alternative in a landscape where much of
ABS-CBN has spent US$45
distribution channels for TV the opportunity still rests within
million preparing for the launch of
content will shake up existing existing relationships.
DTT, which should boost viewing
hierarchies in Southeast Asia’s large
“Emerging digital opportunities,
for its flagship offering Channel 2,
TV markets, initially from digital whether it is OTT or DTT, have
which suffers from poor reception in
terrestrial TV, which has already added a layer of uncertainty to the
Manila, while allowing ABS-CBN to
launched in Thailand, fueling traditional pay-TV model, but their
further monetize its library with five
short-term competition for both underlying revenue challenges
new digital channels. However, key
advertising and investment. As mitigate those risk factors,”
regulations for the new platform are
broadband infrastructure firms up remarks Hui Keng Ang, SVP &
still waiting for government sign-off.
in the medium term, online video GM at Sony Pictures Television
In 2014, the company also launched
should in turn further redefine Networks Asia. “The risk factor
a mobile offering, ABS-CBNmobile,
entertainment economics.
A More Robust Picture
which has attracted more than a million
Business models are still
Growth in Subs and Ad Revenue
subs and will offer original content in
taking shape however, keeping
16%
addition to telecoms services, while
attentions focused on future- 14%
setting up a new digital media division
proofing current ecosystems. 12%
10%
to focus on online opportunities,
Despite the free-to-air’s firm 8%
including ecommerce through a
grip on still expanding ad 6%
digital newsstand and online store.
markets, pay-TV subscriber 4%
2%
While broadband infrastructure is
bases have plenty of room for 0%
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
improving, the market remains heavily
growth too.
Source: MPA analysis
geared to broadcast TV however, with
Flexible cost structures can
free-to-air advertising taking the lion’s
help companies move on smaller has increased, but we will not give
share of the market for the foreseeable
but more numerous business it an undue high rating. To operate
future. That represents only a modest
opportunities, but medium-term in the pay-TV business, one needs
opportunity to ABS-CBN, preparing
programming
contracts
also to have a very long-term view and
for a future fight fought across multiple
provide a degree of confidence a big risk appetite.”
consumers can get elsewhere,” she
says. “For us, it’s about trying to be
that aggregator and distributor of
choice. The rest is only how we do
that.”
For Astro, key building blocks
such as distribution and CRM
infrastructure, which account for
about two-thirds of the cost base, are
now in place, allowing management
to focus on raising the value of existing
assets. Even though pay-TV growth is slowing
in Malaysia, Astro continues to expand its customer
base as more people sign up to its three-year-old
free satellite service, Njoi. Growing scale has also
justified commissioning research agency Kantar to
provide more details on media consumption and
buying habits in subscriber homes, enabling Astro to
better understand consumer needs, and make a more
persuasive pitch to advertisers.
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pipes against the country’s
largest telco PLDT.
“We cannot rely solely
on advertising to drive
growth,” says ABS-CBN
CFO Aldrin Cerrado. “First,
there is a limit in the total
number of ad minutes that we
can sell. Our primetime, which
accounts for 70% of our total airtime
revenues, is almost fully loaded. Secondly, ad
spend in the Philippines is growing in the mid-single
digit range. Customers are changing the way they
consume content, migrating to different platforms.
Given this, we expect to see a change in our revenue
mix. In three to five years, our consumer businesses
will account for the majority of total revenues.”
The biggest gearshift however is happening in
India. An ambitious national switchover to digital TV
promises to usher in a new era of content diversity and
consumer choice, including tiers for more premium
offerings, helping diversify revenues long-term.
For now however, that remains a future prospect.
The focus so far has been on getting boxes
into people’s homes in a bid to meet
government deadlines, rather
than exploring new ways
to tap consumer demand.
The
country’s
largest
broadcaster, Star India,
started a storm after
asking cable operators
to buy its channels a la
carte, effectively making
them more expensive,
rather than in bundles,
the mainstay of channel
negotiations for decades. “If
you want to move the needle in
distribution, you need to make some
dramatic moves,” says Star India COO, Sanjay Gupta.
The aftershocks could take a year to settle down.
“There are very clear opportunities in distribution
but the process has just started,” he says. “We have to
be patient. It’s not a quick win.”
Gupta estimates that real change in the distribution
value chain will take another two to three years of
sustained investment to play out. Ad revenues will
remain pre-eminent in the meantime. Star India is
focusing on mass market genres, placing big bets on
sports and entertainment, while investing in new
ad targeting technology to make its channels more
accessible to local and regional advertisers.
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These moves should
also benefit from the
current economic uplift
in India, triggered by a
change in government,
which should encourage
advertisers to step up
marketing
activities,
while also bringing more
local and regional brands to
the fore. “Changing the value
chain behavior is something we
continue to invest in strongly but there is
a bigger opportunity in advertising in the next two
to three years,” Gupta says. “Given the mood of the
country and assuming the economy grows faster than
it has in the last three to four years, advertising can be
a big growth driver.”
MASS MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Likewise one of the main areas of focus for Indian
broadcast major Zee is the launch of a second Hindi
entertainment channel to run alongside flagship
offering Zee TV, a move that will have a significant
impact on cost structures and margins in 2015, says
Punit Goenka, MD & CEO of Zee Entertainment
Enterprises. The move follows the launch of more
niche channels from Zee in recent years including
Zindagi, another Hindi entertainment channel
programmed with foreign content, initially from
Pakistan, and & Pictures, a Hindi movie channel
targeting young consumers.
The company has also branched out into music
rights, launching Zee Music Company in March
2014, and plans to add digital content to the remit
of its in-house production company Essel Vision
Productions, which currently produces both TV
shows and films, in 2015. “As a content company,
we want to produce content for relevant platforms
which have a decent viewership base,” Goenka
says. “We currently have deals with YouTube and
ErosNow but there are a few more in the pipeline.”
Zee’s own OTT service, DittoTV, now has over
200,000 active subs, Goenka adds. Zee is broadening
its focus internationally too. “Earlier, we mainly
targeted the Indian diaspora,” Goenka notes. “Now
we want to create more localized content, aimed at
the local population in territories like the Middle
East, Southeast Asia and Africa.” MBA
TAKE OUT - Investment choices are diversifying, as TV
companies look for more ways to add value for existing
audiences, while broadening their reach at the same time.
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“A year in our world is like three years in television,”
says Singapore-based Gautam Talwar, Maker Studios’
VP of partnerships for Asia. “The number of tools and
how we set up continues to change.” For most of their
existence, MCNs inevitably focused on YouTube, but
more recently, the profile of other video platforms
is rising. These include Vine owned by Twitter and
ackaging, promoting and monetizing someone
Instagram owned by Facebook in addition to Facebook
else’s online video is becoming big business.
itself, which is now encouraging its users to upload video
Companies that specialize in aggregating branddirectly rather than embed them from elsewhere.
friendly video content, dubbed multi-channel networks
Search and social have always influenced which
or MCNs, are showing up on the radar of the world’s
online videos get watched in addition to people
media majors in addition to the thousands of budding
following their favorite YouTube channels. Now there
creators who are signing up to MCNs in droves, watched
are more video platforms to consider too. “The funnel
by increasing numbers of viewers looking for an
has broadened in terms of where creators can come
alternative to traditional TV.
from, and therefore the tools and the techniques to build
In March 2014, Disney acquired one of the biggest
and monetize audiences have also
MCNs – five-year-old Maker Studios
evolved,” Talwar says.
– for US$500 million (plus a further
Maker’s Asia-Pacific audience is
US$450 million tied to performance
A year in our world is like
on a tear, Talwar notes, with views
targets), after a series of funding
three years in television
doubling over the past six months,
rounds for Maker that included
helping secure some sizable regional
Astro and SingTel in Asia. The deal
ad deals. Next Talwar wants to
provides Disney with a new content
develop more local ad revenue, while pushing other
engine as well as another marketing and distribution
ways for creators to make money, such as via mobile
platform, helping the entertainment giant keep in touch
SVOD services for telcos.
with an audience that’s spending less time in front of the
Other entertainment companies are also adding
big screen.
MCNs to their portfolio. The first notable deal was
If the model sounds familiar, it’s not that different to
US$33 million (plus another US$117 million in potential
cable TV, reflecting how viewing is diversifying across
earnouts) for teen-oriented MCN AwesomenessTV paid
multiple screens and content niches. Between them,
by Hollywood studio DreamWorks Animation in 2013.
MCNs offer a variety of services to creators, from ad
In September, Otter Media, an online video JV backed by
sales to artist management, that are tailored to an onUS telco AT&T and entertainment producer and investor
demand, interactive world. At the same time, technology
Peter Chernin, took a majority stake in Fullscreen, a
is key, helping service thousands of channels for larger
broad-based MCN with around 50,000 video-makers
MCNs with a layer of automation for services ranging
on its books. In November, Europe’s largest commercial
from brand integration to royalties management.
broadcaster RTL took over StyleHaul, an MCN focused
on fashion and lifestyle content.

THE OPPORTUNITY TO MATCH UP AD DOLLARS WITH
BRAND-FRIENDLY CONTENT ON VIDEO SITES IS ATTRACTING
A NEW KIND OF DIGITAL INTERMEDIARY.

P
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So far, much of the attention has focused on large
digital markets in North America and Western Europe,
where MCNs have built sizable followings on the back of
YouTube, a giant in online video watched by more than a
billion people around the world each month. This reach
has given the largest MCNs sizable audiences in AsiaPacific too, largely driven by English-language channels
made elsewhere, but also increasingly by content made
in this part of the world, in English as well as in local
languages. Domestic MCNs are building scale, notably in
large YouTube markets such as Australia, India and Japan.
At the same time, some Western digital entrepreneurs
are opting to focus MCN development efforts in earlierstage markets in Asia too.
A NEW ECOSYSTEM
YouTube has done much to promote itself as a new
route to fame, opening up its auction-based advertising
software, AdSense, while providing extra incentives for
creators with particular
promise. YouTube also
provides aggregators with
an extra layer of
tools and analytics,
in recognition of
the new ecosystem
it has fostered.
“I
believe
we
will see creators
demand increasingly specialized
support from their MCNs, whether it’s help with
rights management, analytics or production,” remarks
YouTube’s APAC director of partnerships and operations,
Gautam Anand.
The marketplace for online video aggregators is
following its own path in Asia. Professional content
played a larger role in helping YouTube gain scale here,
and many Asian MCNs have built businesses around
professional content and talent first. The pool for usergenerated content (UGC) is relatively shallow. YouTube
has only recently offered local language versions of its
monetization tools in many Southeast Asian markets for
example, while broadband speeds and online ad spend
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are still low in many growth markets. Additionally, a
sizable slice of revenue for MCNs in growth economies
comes from countries with higher digital ad spend,
where CPMs tend to be higher. “It’s just recently that
creators are able to monetize here in Vietnam,” says
Esther Nguyen, CEO of Pops Worldwide, a six-year-old
company that started life as a music specialist. “Prior
to this, Pops had to really focus on marketing to the
diaspora Vietnamese community in the US, Australia,
Taiwan and South Korea to monetize. Now that YouTube
has launched in Vietnam, it has been very exciting to see
monetization opportunities in Vietnam, where most of
the views come from.”
Pops has diversified beyond music, focusing on
developing the women’s and kids segments where local
content is in short supply, while eyeing expansion into
neighboring markets. “It would be great to see more
creators and inventory, which is why we are making
investments to grow, create and foster new talent,”
Nguyen says. “If there are good creators, then they may or
may not be brand friendly,
which is challenging to sell
them to brands.”
In India meanwhile,
MCNs are likely to make
more money by working
with existing celebrities
and production houses than
user-generated content for the
next two to three years, says
Shabir Momin, MD of two-yearold home-grown MCN, OneDigital
Entertainment. “We are not close to that market as yet,”
Momin says. “It will happen eventually. Right now,
it’s about professionally created content. It also has
to be polished content. We have about 300 celebrities
from movies, food, fashion and so forth. We use these
celebrities and create our own content within our own
studios.”
Established production companies are finding it
tough readjusting to digital economics and production,
based on lower costs and faster turnaround, Momin
muses. In the future, OneDigital’s studio might be
spun off as a separate business. “There is a lot of legacy
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Severson notes, but growing
interest in ways to formalize UGC monetization
bodes well for the future. “If somebody who’s going
to make content can also make money, they’re going
to make more content,” Severson says. “That’s what I
think will be recognized in China in 2015. If the Chinese
structure and thinking very tuned to TV,” he says. “The
platforms pay the creators enough to leave their jobs, to
problem they are getting into is high costs of production
stop what they were going to do this weekend to make
because they are used to TV and movie related content
videos, they’re going to make more. If they don’t do that,
creation. There is a new age of content creators and
the creators are just going to go away.”
professional companies which will think digital, create
Thoughtful is eyeing other markets too, launching
digital, produce digital. They will have a better ROI
subsidiaries in Thailand and Vietnam in the second half
because the production costs will be much lower.”
of 2014 together with a planned sales office in Singapore,
while
targeting
further
A LAND WITHOUT YOUTUBE
expansion, in APAC and
Meanwhile, different dynamics China: In A Sphere Of Its Own
beyond, in the medium term.
are at play in Asia’s biggest Online video ad spend (US$ million)
YouTube provides a proven
online ad market, China. 4,500
CHINA
4,000
foundation for growth in
YouTube is absent, and 3,500
Southeast Asia, as well as other
multiple sites compete for 3,000
key markets such as Australia
leadership. Each has its own 2,500
2,000
and India, but Thoughtful is
approach and payment terms
JAPAN
1,500
investing most in China, which
KOREA
to monetize UGC, in contrast 1,000
AUSTRALIA
500
is slower to monetize. “We
to other markets, where the
INDONESIA
are playing the long game in
dominance of YouTube has
2015
2016 INDIA
2014
China,” Severson says. “China
set templates for distribution Source: Magna Global
is just getting started.”
and advertising. At the same
China also features prominently in the aspirations of
time, legal access to popular dramas and movies played
another US-headquartered company, CommercializeTV,
a bigger role in the growth of online video in China.
prioritizing Asia in its MCN development plans with
Making money from UGC has been a lower priority
offices in Beijing, Hong Kong, Singapore and Sydney. The
so far, but leading sites such as Youku Tudou, iQiyi
company hopes to formally launch in China before the
and Sohu are working on better ways to promote and
end of 2014, initially focusing on opening the market up
discover new talent.
to video creators from abroad while recruiting domestic
Youku Tudou’s top UGC creators are taking more than
talent via agents on the ground. Korea and Japan, where
RMB1 million (US$163,000) from shared advertising
the MCN model is more established, are scheduled to
revenue each year, notes communications director Jay
follow in the first half of 2015.
Chen, with more to be made from in-video product
It’s an ambitious rollout, targeting the region’s
placement and brand integration. “In the third quarter
largest digital markets, but CommercializeTV is focused
of 2014 alone, Youku Tudou shared more than RMB10
on building momentum in two specific categories –
million with video creators on its platform,” Chen says.
fashion and action and adventure – before expanding its
The MCN model is nascent in China, notes Jak
coverage. “We have a chief content officer that decides
Severson, CEO of a US-headquartered company hoping
what content gets pushed, what quality is required,”
to make it big in the Middle Kingdom, Thoughtful Media
says CEO Craig Galvin. “That’s a key criterion for us.
Group. Thoughtful, present in China via an office in
We expect premium dollars and premium CPMs. It’s
Shanghai since 2011, originally focused on creating
really hard to make a business at the commoditized end.
online video personae in China that brands could
That business is all about operating at small margins at
leverage, but executives saw more promise in the MCN
large scale. We will hopefully attract decent margins at
model, which offers marketers less control but more
reasonable scale.” MBA
robust reach.
There is little market
TAKE OUT - Online video aggregators, a fast growing new
consensus in key areas
sector developing on the back of YouTube, have started to
such as how people get paid
take shape in Asia.
or what counts as a view,
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ASIA PACIFIC ONLINE VIDEO
DISTRIBUTION 2015
-

Published December 2014

-

Analysis of over-the-top digital video distribution and broadband in
13 A-P markets

-

Historical data and forecasts across broadband distribution, online
video subscription and advertising revenues

-

Profiles of 13 markets

-

Analysis of emerging business models including SVOD, AVOD, TVOD
with P&L metrics

-

Profiles of key local and pan-regional platforms

For more information please email lavina@media-partners-asia.com
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Advertising Trends

Structural Reform And Strategic Shifts

T

MACRO – India, Thailand expected to rebound in 2015
here’s good news and bad news
AD SPEND – 5.0% growth in 2014, 5.7% in 2015
as media markets head into 2015.
MARKET SHARE – TV has peaked, digital continues to rise
The bad news is that the broader
CHINA – Overall trend of decelerating growth
economic landscape remains uneven,
INDIA – Momentum returns to the ad market
hampering growth across Asia-Pacific.
SOUTHEAST ASIA – Ad demand to pick up after a poor 2014
A volatile macro environment in Brazil, Japan, Russia
and the European Union isn’t helping, while currency
headwinds may also resurface. The good news is that
governments and policymakers across the region have
implemented reforms to address structural weaknesses.
markets,” says MPA director Vivek Couto. “Multinational
The pace of reform needs to accelerate however, to drive
advertising demand may return, but weakness across
continued economic expansion.
emerging and developed markets in other parts of the
“We expect Asian growth as a whole to be steady
world may exert downward pressure on Asia.”
in 2015, despite further deceleration in the Chinese
MPA projections indicate that net advertising revenues
economy,” says Andrew Tilton, an economist with
will grow by 5.7% in 2015, and expand at a 4.5% CAGR
Goldman Sachs. “India and Thailand should show the
over 2014-19. Ex-Japan, Asia will grow at a 6.0% CAGR
sharpest pick-ups in growth. Inflation should ease in
over the next five years, while Southeast Asia, China and
most of the region, except where fiscal adjustments push
India will grow at an aggregate CAGR of 7.4%.
taxes or regulated prices higher.”
Free-to-air terrestrial spend
A combination of lower oil Advertising Growth: 11-Year Trend
remains robust across a number
prices, broader momentum across
of markets, especially in
15%
developed markets, and easier
Australia, Hong Kong, Japan and
financial conditions worldwide, 10%
Southeast Asia (most notably in
should support growth in
Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand
emerging Asian markets. The
and Vietnam).
5%
onus on structural economic
Pay-TV’s share of the ad
0%
reforms is critical, however.
market should grow marginally,
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
“Policymakers
in
several
rising from 9% in 2014 to 10%
-5%
Asia-Pacific Growth Markets*
Asia-Pacific
countries are taking advantage
by 2018. Pay-TV ad sales are on
of lower commodity prices and
course for a 6.2% CAGR over the
* Southeast Asia, China and India
global liquidity conditions, to Source: Media Partners Asia
next five years, with China, India,
keep monetary policy easier than
Korea and Taiwan remaining
they might have otherwise,” Tilton suggests. “The extent
the largest markets. Southeast Asia will grow at a 9.8%
to which policymakers do this, and conversely their
CAGR, but from a very low base, led by Malaysia.
willingness to accept the short-term pain of structural
The growth of broadband infrastructure, together
reforms in exchange for the longer-term benefits they
with the accompanying rollout of over-the-top (OTT)
can provide, will be a key axis of differentiation among
and subscription video-on-demand (SVOD) services,
the region.”
represents both a challenge and an opportunity for TV
China and India have the largest structural reform
companies. Competition is especially fierce in Australia,
agendas, followed probably by Indonesia. However,
China and Japan, with momentum gathering in Hong
implementation of these reforms is just beginning.
Kong, Singapore and Malaysia. Broadcasters that own
their content, will likely capitalize on future OTT
THE SHAPE OF FUTURE GROWTH
growth, although piracy and partial measurement are
According to Media Partners Asia (MPA), net advertising
key barriers.
revenues in Asia-Pacific grew 5.0% in 2014, after a 5.6%
Broadband proliferation, anchored to next-generation
increase in 2013. “Ad spends from large multinational
telecom networks and the growth of smartphones and
advertisers softened through much of 2014, partially
4G mobile, is helping fuel spends and consumption
offset by expenditure from domestic advertisers, but this
across digital media. MPA research indicates that total
dampened growth across Southeast Asia and other key
digital advertising revenue (including search, display and
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mobile) should climb at a 11.1% CAGR over 2014-19,
with aggregate market share growing from 23% in 2014
to 31% by 2019. Digital has already overtaken TV to be
the largest ad medium in Australia; by 2019, it will also

means that net advertising revenues will grow at only
1.2% in Southeast Asia in 2014, the lowest rate in five
years. A rebound is expected in 2015, to 7.2% growth.

Economic and advertising
growth has fallen well
2014
2015
12.3%
short of expectations in
11.0% 11.0%10.6%
10.3%
Thailand this year, due to
9.1%
9.1%
8.8%
8.7%
8.5%
7.0%
political volatility. Real GDP
5.3% 4.7%
5.2%
4.1% 3.6%
growth is expected to pick
3.4%
3.0%
2.8%
2.3%
1.7% 2.2%
1.6%
0.5%
up to 3.5-4.0% in 2015, as
Malaysia
Singapore
New
Australia
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam
the military government
Zealand Philippines
-1.9%
-2.1%
-3.5%
follows through with plans
-5.9%
Source: Media Partners Asia
to rationalize subsidies and
push infrastructure spending. Ad spend should rebound
be the largest medium for advertising in China, Korea
to almost 9% growth, driven by TV, which will retain
and New Zealand. In emerging online markets such as
more than 60% of the advertising market.
India, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand, digital will have
a 10-20% advertising market share by 2019, versus 6-8%
In Malaysia, the macro landscape has been hurt by the
in 2014.
slowdown in China, as well as high fiscal deficits (about
According to MPA, China will overtake Japan as
4% of GDP). As a result, the government raised regulated
Asia’s largest advertising market by 2016, while India
fuel prices by about 10% in October, and plans to replace
will overtake Korea in 2017. By 2019, Asia-Pacific’s six
the current sales tax with a 6% GST tax in April 2015.
largest ad markets will be, by order of size: China, Japan,
Advertising should rebound in 2015, particularly over
Australia, India, Korea, and Indonesia.
2H, and will grow at a 3.9% CAGR over 2014-19, with
digital easily outperforming. Radio and pay-TV should
Key catalysts for growth in China include rising GDP,
remain robust.
continuing urbanization and higher consumer spending.
Nonetheless, ad spend increases are expected to
Indonesia’s new government has already started
decelerate from earlier heights (a 12.4% CAGR between
implementing big reforms, by reducing the burden of fuel
2009-14) as the ad market stabilizes at 7-8% annual
subsidies on the government budget. Economists expect
growth over the next five years. Digital will outperform,
fuel subsidy costs (ex-targeted income transfers) to fall
with double-digit growth.
closer to 1% of GDP, from a peak
Share of Ad Spend (APAC)
of nearly 3%. President Widodo’s
Advertising in India has picked up
government can decide where
through 2H 2014 and is expected
2014
2019
to redirect the resulting funds.
to grow at a 10.1% CAGR over the
Radio Other
Radio
Other
Infrastructure spending and
next five years, buoyed by political
3.4%
2.4%
3.8%
2.8%
OOH
OOH
direct aid for poorer households
stability and stronger market 9.0%
8.8%
(affected by the fuel price rise)
reform. “India is beginning a
are strong candidates.
multi-year process of improving
GDP growth may come
the
business
environment
Digital
TV
Digital
TV
31.0%
40.7%
22.8%
41.6%
under short-term pressure as
and private investment,” says
Print
Print
the economy digests the subsidy
Goldman Sachs’ Tilton. “The
20.1%
13.7%
cut, but should expand in 2H
reform agenda is long, but even
2015 and beyond, driven by
partial success would represent Source: Media Partners Asia
both infrastructure spending and
substantive improvement in the
domestic consumption. Ad growth moderated to 10.6%
business environment and potential growth. Investors
in 2014 from 12.6% in 2013, despite elections, largely
are impatient for progress, but there are already signs
due to a softer economy and cutbacks from multinational
that confidence and growth are beginning to return.”
advertisers. Spends from domestic brands remain strong.
Southeast Asia meanwhile has endured a challenging
A gradual recovery is expected in 2015, and economic
2014. A contraction in advertising across Malaysia,
growth should revert to 6% and above after 2016. The ad
Singapore and Thailand, partially offset by robust though
pie will expand by 12.3% in 2015, says MPA. MBA
slower growth in Indonesia, the Philippines and Vietnam,
Net Advertising Growth
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Media Markets

Ending On A High

%

$

A positive outcome in 2014

F

Japanese media equities, buoyant
or all the talk of macro volatility,
ASIA EQUITIES
earlier in 2014, have started to
each of Asia’s major media
2014 Winners
% YTD Chg*
slip as the country moves into
indices is likely to end 2014 in
technical recession and gets set for
positive territory.
+91%
Hindustan Media Ventures
+86%
TV Today Network
quantitative easing. Big broadcast
The India media stock average
+84%
Beijing Gehua
+81%
Balaji Telefilms
groups such as Fuji Media and TV
leads the way, up almost 30%
+81%
Network18
Asahi have succumbed the most.
through Nov. 26 close, buoyed
+74%
AirMedia
+74%
Daum
In contrast, the performance
by greater economic momentum,
+71%
APN News & Media
of China’s media stock average
political stability and the prospect
remains robust, with a broad mix
of long-term economic reforms.
2014 Losers
% YTD Chg*
of online and cable players soaring
Much of this is helping India’s ad
high on mainland, Hong Kong and
market to revert to a projected
-27%
Media Prima
-30%
KT SkyLife
US bourses. A few players remain
double-digit growth in 2015, a good
-33%
Youku Tudou
weighed down by growth and
foundation for both broadcasters
-37%
MCOT
-48%
Beijing Enlight Media
profitability concerns however,
and publishers. Share prices for
-50%
Sina
including Youku Tudou, Sina,
many of the leading media players
-56%
VisionChina Media
-56%
Ku6
VisionChina Media and Ku6.
increased by a range of 30-90% in
2014.
Asia Media Stock Averages
Pay-TV operators in India are
MIXED PICTURE IN KOREA
India Media
+29%
also benefiting, with the prospect
Korean media stocks have had an
Publishing
+25%
of extracting higher fees from
up-and-down 2014 as the market
Internet
+18%
Outdoor
+15%
customers in 2015 through better
waits for macro conditions to
TV
+14%
packaging and, potentially, more
improve, boosted by fiscal stimulus.
China Media
+12%
Pay-TV & Broadband
+8%
rationalized content costs.
Digital players Daum and NHN
Indonesia Media
+4%
Leading
cable
company
have had a cracking 2014. In the
* As of November 26, 2014 close
Source: MPA
Hathway’s share price has spiked up
traditional space, CJ E&M and SBS
36% to Nov. 26 close. Meanwhile,
Contents Hub have rallied but payDish TV (leading satellite operator) and Den (another
TV operators KT SkyLife, HCN and CJ HelloVision
big cable company) have also nudged up, and could
have suffered. More M&A and deal flow in pay-TV and
benefit more in 2015.
broadband could change all that in 2015. MBA
MONEY MOVES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
It’s been a tough 2014 on the macro front for Southeast Asia. Numbers
from Media Partners Asia suggest that advertising in Southeast Asia
will grow by only 1.2% in 2014, before a rebound to 7%-plus growth
in 2015. Investors are waiting for the rebound in 2015.
In pay-TV, Malaysian giant Astro has weathered the storm well,
growing revenues and earnings in resilient and disciplined fashion.
Indonesia’s MNC Sky Vision has also performed robustly but
subscriber adds have slowed to their lowest rate since its 2012 IPO,
and investors have punished the stock. The company is gearing up for
a stronger 2015, although a weak rupiah will need to be handled well.
Indonesian broadcasters Visi Media Asia, Surya Citra Media
(SCM) and Emtek have appreciated significantly, although there has
been a sell-off in SCM and Emtek since November, due to concerns
over a slowdown in advertising growth.
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SEA Valuations

% 2014 YTD*

RS

+83%
+64%

Visi Media Asia

+45%

ABS-CBN

+19%

Astro

+16%

Surya Citra Media

+8%

Emtek
Singapore Press Holdings

+4%

BEC World

+2%

Star Publications

-3%

Media Nusantara Citra

-8%

Global Mediacom

-16%

GMM Grammy

-21%

MNC Sky Vision

-22%

Media Prima

-27%

* As of November 26, 2014 close
Source: Media Partners Asia
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Thousands of families are healthier thanks to skilled professionals
like Dr. Seuss. Reading makes us feel good. It makes us smile. Think. Question. You could
say it empowers us to be healthier human beings. Room to Read has published millions of original
children’s books in more than 20 languages. Local authors and illustrators are providing kids
throughout Asia and Africa with reading material that’s relevant to their lives. Imagine a world where
every child learns to read. Then imagine yourself helping us get there. Because when books are in
the picture, anyone can turn the page. Read more at roomtoread.org.
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Media Markets

Global Leaders

$

Companies ranked by market cap (US$ billion)

%

Company

Sector

Market Cap

Company

Sector

1

Google

Internet

365.52

51

Fairfax Media

Publishing

Market Cap
1.80

2

Walt Disney

Media & Entertainment

175.81

52

Phoenix Satellite TV

Broadcasting

1.77

3

Facebook

Internet

165.96

53

Daum

Internet

1.77

4

Tencent

Internet

151.36

54

Asian Pay Television Trust (APTT)

Pay-TV

1.58

5

Comcast

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

118.98

55

Beijing Enlight Media

Program Production

1.54

6

Time Warner

Media & Entertainment

94.20

56

LinkNet

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

1.47

7

Baidu

Internet

85.86

57

MNC Sky Vision

Pay-TV

1.31

8

21st Century Fox

Media & Entertainment

80.68

58

CJ E&M

Broadcasting

1.26

9

Yahoo!

Internet

70.02

59

Renren

Internet

1.24

10

DirecTV

Pay-TV

52.65

60

Dish TV India

Pay-TV

1.24

11

Viacom

Media & Entertainment

41.84

61

Changyou

Online Games

1.22

12

Dish Network

Pay-TV

35.32

62

DB Corp

Publishing

1.21

13

NHN

Internet

32.65

63

Perfect World

Online Games

0.92

14

Yahoo! Japan

Internet

26.80

64

Hathway Cable & Datakom

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.91

15

BSkyB

Pay-TV

25.54

65

ABS-CBN

Broadcasting

0.89

16

Twitter

Internet

25.30

66

Tom Group

Diversified Media

0.85

17

Netflix

Online Video

20.69

67

KT SkyLife

Pay-TV

0.82

18

NetEase

Internet

13.71

68

Visi Media Asia (Viva)

Broadcasting

0.78

19

Liberty Global Inc.

Media & Entertainment

10.40

69

Jagran Prakashan

Publishing

0.73

20

Discovery Communications

Broadcasting

10.26

70

CJ HelloVision

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.66

21

JCDecaux

Outdoor Media

7.73

71

TV Tokyo

Broadcasting

0.65

22

BesTV New Media

Pay-TV

7.48

72

Shenzhen Topway

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.64

23

Zee Entertainment Enterprises

Broadcasting

6.66

73

Media Prima

Media & Entertainment

0.62

24

News Corp.

Publishing

5.94

74

GMA Network

Broadcasting

0.58

25

Astro Malaysia

Pay-TV

5.88

75

SBS Media Holdings

Broadcasting

0.57

26

True

Telecom & Media

5.74

76

Star Publications

Publishing

0.57

27

StarHub

Telecom & Meda

5.67

77

Clear Media

Outdoor Media

0.54

28

Singapore Press Holdings (SPH)

Publishing

5.55

78

APN News & Media

Diversified Media

0.51

29

Surya Citra Media (SCM)

Broadcasting

4.91

79

HT Media

Publishing

0.47

30

Nippon TV Network

Broadcasting

4.73

80

Entertainment Network India Ltd.

Radio & Outdoor Media

0.44

31

Fuji Media

Broadcasting

3.76

81

MCOT

Broadcasting

0.43

32

Weibo

Internet

3.65

82

Ten Network

Broadcasting

0.38

33

BEC World

Broadcasting

3.62

83

SCMP Group

Publishing

0.37

34

Media Nusantara Citra (MNC)

Broadcasting

3.52

84

Den Networks

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.36

35

Emtek

Broadcasting

3.44

85

Hyundai Communications

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.34

36

Youku Tudou

Online Video

3.07

86

SBS Contents Hub

Movie Distribution/Operations

0.33

37

Tokyo Broadcasting System

Broadcasting

2.78

87

Hindustan Media Ventures

Publishing

0.28

38

Hunan TV & Broadcast

Broadcasting

2.63

88

Oriental Press Group

Publishing

0.28

39

Beijing Gehua

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

2.58

89

GMM Grammy

Program Production

0.27

40

Huayi Brothers Media

Program Production

2.57

90

Next Media

Publishing

0.23

41

Sky Perfect

Pay-TV

2.55

91

TV Today Network

Broadcasting

0.23

42

Television Broadcasts (TVB)

Broadcasting

2.48

92

TV18 Broadcast

Broadcasting

0.20

43

Sina

Internet

2.34

93

i-Cable Communications

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.19

44

Global Mediacom

Media & Entertainment

2.30

94

AirMedia

Outdoor Media

0.19

45

Sun TV Network

Broadcasting

2.29

95

Taomee

Internet

0.15

46

Sky Television

Pay-TV

2.07

96

Network18

Broadcasting

0.15

47

TV Asahi

Broadcasting

2.02

97

NDTV

Broadcasting

0.14

48

Nine Entertainment

Broadcasting

1.92

98

Beijing Media

Publishing

0.13

49

Sohu

Internet

1.91

99

Phoenix New Media

Online Video

0.12

50

Seven Group Holdings

Broadcasting

1.89

100

Zee News

Broadcasting

0.09

Market cap as of November 26, 2014 close
© 2014 Media Partners Asia, Ltd.
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Snapshot

VIVEK COUTO

Media Partners Asia

It’s about
audiences, content
and brands, and
particularly getting
involved in what we
call an Asian content
consumption
curve.

You will see
a lot of players
jockeying to make
bets in Asian content
over the next two
to three years.
The measure
of success is how
new content engines
are able to fill multiple
pipes that have grown
in the last five
years.

Whoever can
discover a model of
growing new brands,
innovating consistently,
but maintaining a nimble
low operating cost, is
going to win.

The global
players have made
some bets but, apart from
India, they are all legacy
bets. No-one has gone
deep-dive into the
next Asian content
consumption
curve.

There are a
few players who
are just cutting costs
and not innovating
with new products.
You’ve got to do
both.

Global
players have got to
be careful they don’t
get outpaced by some
local players, and bigger
players making their
own pan-regional
bets.

34
View
the full interview - The Asian Content Consumption Curve on

You have to
get consumers to
pay more. You
cannot fund this
consistently with
advertising.

The best way
to get consumers to
pay more is to deliver
a better product, but also
deliver premium local
content and Asian content
that consumers are
willing to pay for.
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